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Siva Jnana Bodham

Saivasiddhanta has been a source of inspiration

and solace for many souls even in the present age

where people are confused by various atheistic and

unorthodox doctrines. But Saivasiddhanta has

survived to this day for it is appreciated for its

logical analysis of the purpose of life and its solution

to man's trials and tribulations. At this juncture, it

will be worthwhile to examine briefly the

foundational texts of Saivasiddhanta philosophy. In

every philosophical school, including non-theistic

philosophies, there is a study of pramanam or

'means of knowledge', pramanam or 'means of

knowledge' is any instrument that reveals

knowledge. For example, to reveal light we need

eyes. Therefore, eyes serve as a pramanam for light.

In Saivasiddhanta, Siva is said to be One who is

both immanent and transcendent. Therefore, to know

Siva, pramdnam-s such as perception and inference

alone are insufficient. Hence it calls for the need of a

valid pramdna through which we can know Siva and

his nature. To our rescue come the Veda and

Saivagama-s as the pramdna to remove this spiritual

ignorance. One unique characteristic of a valid



pramana is that it should not have a human author
for the reason that it may contain the defects due to
the limitations of the human mind. But the Vedas
and £aivagama-s are different in that the omniscient
Siva reveals them out of compassion, to save us
from this life of samsara. Therefore, the Vedas and
the SaivSgama-s together form the principal

pramana and authority for Saivasiddhanta. They are
the bedrock of the whole Saivasiddhanta philosophy
and are seen as the pramana for studying the nature
of pati, pas'u and pasa. We can find the importance
given to the Saivagama-s and Veda-s even in the
Thirumurai-s where we find many verses in praise
of the Veda & Saivagamas, the principal scriptures

of Saiva-siddhanta.

However, we should also not understate the value
of the body of secondary scriptures that have a
human origin but also accepted as authoritative

scriptures in the Saivasiddhanta tradition. The
Thirumurai-s and other canonical texts such as

Sankarpa Nirakaranam, Siva Jnana Siddhiyar, etc.

fall under this category of scriptures. They reveal

the vision of the principal scriptures and further

compliment it by providing many means to



understand the core philosophy of Saivasiddhanta.

Hence they should not be relegated to the status of

less important scriptures but rather we should look at

both the principal and secondary scriptures with

reverence. If the Veda & Saivagama-s are milk, then

the secondary scriptures are ghee. Without milk

there can be no ghee but at the same time milk

cannot replace ghee in tending a fire. Similarly,

although the secondary scriptures are a repository of

the essential vision of the Veda & Saivagama-s, in

no way should they be seen as inferior as their

purpose is to convey the vision of the Veda &
Saivagama-s in simpler and understandable manner.

Only with such a perspective will we be able to

appreciate both the principal and the secondary

scriptures without biases and appreciate them for

what they are valued for.

According to Saivasiddhanta scholars, the Siva

Jnana Bodham is a translation of an extract from the

Raurava Agama, thus making it part of the corpus of

authoritative scriptures. This English translation of

the Siva Jnana Bodham with commentaries of

Sivagra Yogi, the 2nd pontiff of Suryanaar Koil



Adheenam written in the 16th century is a priceless

gem for all Saiva-siddhantins.

With the blessings of Lord Siva, we are very

pleased to release the Siva Jnana Bodham with the

commentary of Sri ^ivagrayogin, on the Grha
Pravesham of our "Sri Aghora Sivachariya Turst"

president Sivasri R. Gangadharan Bhattar and Smt.

Gowri.

My Namaskaram to my parents Sivasri

R.Gangadhara Bhattar and Smt. Gowri for the

generous donation for releasing this book. On behalf

of the trust, I would like to convey my heartfelt

thanks to Sri T Ganesan for translating this work
into English and to the Bala Offset printers for doing

a great piece of work.

Deepavali

24th October, 2003. G.KarthikeyaSivam



PREFACE

The Sanskrit text of Sivajnanabodha considered

to be the quintessence of Saivasiddhanta is not so

much well-known while the Tamil text, namely,

Civahdnapotam of Meykantar is being studied

along with its commentaries. Though there are

nearly seven commentaries (both brief and

elaborate) on Sivajnanabodha except one or two

others have not been published. The Laghutika -

brief and simple commentary - is by Sivagra-

yogin* In the domain of Saivasiddhdnta he is

relatively well-known through his commentaries

on the Sivajnanabodha and a manual on the saiva

monastic rites (Saivasamnydsapaddhati).

The tradition of Sivagra

As is well known to scholars of Saivasiddhdnta,

the author, Sivagrayogin (Sivagra in short), who
lived in the middle of the 16 th

centurey, comes in a

tradition of a distinct and illustrious school of

Saivasiddhdnta. His paramaguru, Sadasivasiva-

carya, is the first commentator on the Sanskrit text

of the Sivajnanabodhasutra which has come down
to us (This text has been first published in the

i



journal of GOML, vol.20. There is subsequent

edition in Grantha characters with Tamil meaning
published by the Tamilnadu Arcaka Asoociation).

It is also well-known that Saivasannyasapaddhati

composed by Sivagra deals elaborately with the

ritual of initiation into monasticism according to

Saivasiddhanta system. But in fact he is not the

first to compose such a text. For, befiore him,

Isvarasiva who, again, is the great-grand teacher of

Sadasivasivacharya had already composed a

Sannyasakarikd (referred in the commentary

mentioned above). 'This is one of the important

contributions of Sivagra in the domain of s*aiva

ritual system.

The second one is his elaboration and

subsequent establishment of an independent

Saivasiddhanta system in Tamilnadu as a parallel

to that of the Meykantar which is based on the

Civahanapotam in Tamil. Sivagra comes in the

tradition of Vamadeva (who is the "seer" of the

Pancaksaramantra which occurs in the 8
th

anuvaka of the SatarudrTya for which section also

Vamadeva is the "sage" - Rsi. This fact is referred

to by Sivagra in his Sivaneriprakasam, verse, 6)

whereas Meykantar belongs to that of Nandi

(Nandiparamparai). In fact Sivagra belongs to the

ii



tradition of S'aivasiddhdnta system that was
prevalent in Varanasi with a monastery on the

Manikarnika Ghat in circa 15
th

century as

mentioned in the introductory portion of the

commentary of Sadasivasivacarya referred earlier.

The Laghutika which is now critically edited

has been once published in the Pandit Series Vol.

XXIX, from Banares Sanskrit College, in 1907.

This edition contains a lot of errors and wrong
readings as it was, probably, based on single

manuscript source.

I believe that the present publication of Laghu-
tika will definitely be a great service to the field of

Saivasiddhdnta literature and particularly to the

scholarly world.

I express my thanks to the authorities of the

Government Oriental Manuscripts Library,

Chennai and that of the French Institute, Pondi-

cherry for permitting me to use their manuscripts

for this critical edition. It is a great pleasure for me
to thank, congratulate and encourage Sivasrl. G.

Kartik for his initiative and sincere efforts in

undertaking to publish this valuable Saiva-

siddhdnta text. I fervently pray to God Siva for his

prosperity and unflinching devotion and constant

iii



endeavour to the promotion and publication of

such valuable and rare texts of Saivasiddhanta.

The present edition is based on four manuscripts

(3 in palm-leaf and one in paper) and the above
mentioned printed tesxt.

iv



» Sources

M x : RE. 30665 belonging to the French

Institute, Pondicherry; palm-leaf; Grantha

script; old and worm-eaten at some places; 10-

1 1 lines in each folio. The last 8 folios cover the

text.

M2 : RE. 31144 belonging to the French

Institute, Pondicherry; palm-leaf; Grantha

script.

M3 : D. 5110 belonging to the Government

Oriental Manuscripts Library, Chennai; palm-

leaf; Grantha script; good condition; the text

covers 11 folios.

Px : Printed edition; published in the Pandit

Series VoL XXIX, from Banares Sanskrit

College, in 1907.

P2 : RE. 47840 belonging to the French Institute,

Pondicherry; paper (half-page note book);

Grantha script; old but in good condition; 18

pages cover the text.





Schools of SaivasiddhAnta

Saivasiddhanta system is not a unified

singular philosophical thought as many of us

think. In its course of development for more

than a millennium its current has absorbed

many a new thought form from other equally

popular systems and from different regions of

India, The earliest form can be called the

classical one which is directly and wholely

based on the canonical texts called the Agama.

These texts are believed to have been spoken

(given out) by Siva Himself to different group

of sages who were thus considered to be the

earliest recipients of this body of knowledge.

The earliest system builders mainly

concentrated on that portion of the Agama-s

which deal with the philosophocal concepts

(called jnanapada or vidyapada) and wrote

their treatises. These are the texts that have come

down to us and aid us in knowing the earliest

developments of the philosopy of the Saiva-

siddhanta. The authors whose works have survived

are Sadyojyoti, Bhojadeva, Nai^ayanakantha,



Sivajnanabodhalaghutlka

Ramakantha I and II, Srikantha, and Aghorasiva.

Of them Sadyojyoti belongs to the early part of the

8
th

century and Aghorasiva to the middle of the

12
th

century. We also hear about one Ugrajyoti the

teacher of Sadyojyoti and another by name
Brhaspati who were predecessors of Sadyojyoti.

Therefore the evolution and spread of classical

Saiva-siddhanta can approximately be placed

between the 7 th
to the 12th

centuries. In a way
Aghorasiva is the last in that tradition who lived in

the temple town of Chidambaram and whose
forefathers hailed from Northern Bengal

(Daksinaradha as it was called then). Having thus

given a very brief outline of the period and times

of the Saivasiddhanta it will certainly be useful to

mention the texts and their authors who were the

early system-builders:

Tattvaprakasa (TP) Bhojadeva

Tattvasamgraha (TatSam) Sadyojyoti

Tattvatrayanirnaya(TatN)

Bhogakarika (BK)

Moksakarika (MK)

Paramoksanirasakarika (PMK) "

viii



Saivasiddhanta Schools

Nadakarika (NK) BhattaRamakantha
• *

Ratnatraya (RT) SrTkantha

Apart from these eight texts that are well-known

under the name Astaprakarana there are other

texts such as the Svayambhuvasutrasamgraha

(SvS) with the commentary of Sadyojyoti,

Naresvaraparlksa of Sadyojyoti with commentary

Prakasa by Ramakantha II the commentaries on

the Mrgendrdgama by Narayanakantha, those on

the Matangaparamesvaragama, the

Sardhatrisatikalottara-gama and on the

Kiranagama by Ramakantha II; add to these the

explanatory commentary by Aghorasiva on most

of these texts without which it would be very

difficult to understand them.

Let us now take up the analysis of the

philosophical tenets of the system. In the words of

the Tattvaprakasa 1

there are three main categoties

or principles (tattva): Pati, Pasu and Pasa. Pati is

Siva; Pasu-s are the individual selves and the pasa

includes five categories which are the bondages.

Pati (Siva):

Since the phenomenal world is made of parts it

is an effect; therefore it requires a conscious, all-

powerful supreme agent without whom it can not

ix
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come into existence2
. Such an agent is eternally

pure; all-pervasive and possesses the power of

knowledge and action (jnanakriyasvahhdva)3
. He is

always accompanied by this power (Sakti) which is

inseparable from Him, He is ever-active

(satatodita)4
. £iva, naturally, is beyond any change;

as the Lord of the universe He performs five cosmic

functions: cretion (srsti), maintenance (sthiti) ,

reabsorption (samhdra), concealing (tirobhava),

and bestowing grace (anugraha)5
. He performs all

these acts with His Sakti that serves as the

instrument6
For, any action can not be

accomplished without the necessary instrument;

and the instrument of Siva can not but be the

conscious Sakti
7 which is inherent in and hence not

external to Him8
.

Siva is said to have the five mantra-s as His

body. They are: ISana, Tatpurusa, Aghora,

Vamadeva and Sadyojata, Now according to the

Mrgendragama these mantra-s which are His sakti-s

act as His body; according to Srikumara, a

commentator on TP, all mantra-s which are of the

form of nada, bindu, word (pada), syllable (varna)

and sentence (vakya) serve as the body of Siva9
,

Anyway Siva's possession of a body is only for the

sake of His devotees as the Pauskaragama 10
says so

x



Saivasiddhanta Schools

that they are able to meditate on Him and secure

highest bliss, He, like a yogin, takes on many

forms 11
; one such form is that of the Guru which is

purely due to His grace on the living creatures.

In general £iva is spoken to be in three states:

the state in which the potential power to create and

do all the five acts lie dormant (sakta); the next one

wherein the power has eeopened ouiJE u

unmimisantl u filling Siva with highest bliss and

ready for creation (udyukta); the third state where

He starts creation, etc. with His £akti (pravrtta).

These three are also called Laya, Bhoga and

Adhikara respectively. To sum up, in the words of

Mrgendragama (Vp. 4:15): Even during mahapra-

laya Siva makes the karma and anavamala get

ripened, imparts the knowledge for those who are

fit, conceals by His concealing power those who are

fit for that and makes the powers of Maya ready to

manifest in the next creation, etc. Thus, $iva, full of

mercy and grace on the bound selves continuously

engages Himself in those acts that benefit them the

most.

Pasu (Individual Self)-

The individual self is also an eternal entity,

without form, possessing very little knowledge and

xi



SivajnanabodhalaghutTka

action; it is under the spell of maya and is engaged
itself in finding the ways for enjoyment 12

. There
are three classes of selves: Vijnanakala,

Pralayakala and Sakala. These selves experience

pleasure or pain granted by Siva (with utmost

grace) 13
according to their karma. When the mala

covering their power of knowledge and action gets

ripened Siva coming in the form of guru 14

performs the necessary initiation to them and
makes them follow the divine path whereby they

get back their original nature. This ultimate nature

is characterised by complete similarity (samanata)

with Siva. Thus the innate nature of the self is

manifested only by the grace of Siva and thereby

becomes equal to Siva 15
. The only difference,

therefore, between the liberated self and Siva is

that while this greatness (mahatmya) is inseparable

and innate to Siva from beginningless period the

liberated self gets it by the grace of Siva and is,

therefore, granted by Him 16
.

Pasa (Bondage)

This consists of three impurities (mala): 1)

Anava - that which beginninglessly shroud the

innate power of knowledge and action of the self

and which exists as the verdigris in copper and as

the outer cover of the paddy 17
.. 2) Karma u that

xii
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which consists of good and bad actions (dharma

and adharma) and it is multifarious; it also accrues

to the self beginninglessly 18
. 3) Maya u that

positive material which is the cause of the entire

phenomenal world. In other words it is that which
transforms into all the material substance of the

world 19
. In the words of Tattvasamgraha Maya is

the source of the entire universe and the basis for

its creation, maintenance and dissolution20 . Apart

from these three the classical Saivasiddhanta texts

such as the Tattvaprakasa add the concealing

power of Siva (Tirodhanasakti) which at the

beginning conceals the power of self and after the

saktipata becomes the power of grace of Siva

(Anugrahasakti) and the subtle Maya (suksma-

maya) as two more and thereby make Pasa into

five.

Liberation or release of the self from this

transmigration (samsara) is effected by Siva who,

as mentioned earlier, due to His supreme grace

takes the form of Guru and according to the state

of Saktipata on the self performs the necessary

initiation (DTksa) on it and makes it regain its

supreme power of knowledge and action and

thereby equality with Him21
.

xiii
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The Saivasiddhanta of Tamilnadu

The Saivasiddhanta school of religion and

philosophy that is now in vogue in Tamilnadu can,

for all practical purposes, be called the

Sivajnanabodha school. This text has come to stay

as the basis of the Saivasiddhanta system and the

entire range of texts is based on that of

Sivajnanabodha (in Tamil) which is considered to

have been composed by Meykantar in the middle

of the 12 th
century, A.D.

But it should be noted that there were a few

independent saiva texts in Tamil such as

Nanamirtam written in the 12th century (before

Meykantar) that expound methodically the

doctrines of the Saivagama-s22
. According to

tradition and as expressed by most of the

commentators Meykantar has given the Tamil

version from the Sanskrit original which, again, is

held to be part of the Rauravagama.

The Civananapotam contains many ideas in a

seminal form. To briefly outline the points

discussed in this text: Siva is the supreme Creator,

Protector and Destroyer of the universe which is

an effect; He absorbs the already existing universe

xiv



Saivasiddhanta Schools

and then creates it and hence this universe has Siva

as its source.

Siva performs all His acts - creation, etc. - in

close association with His Supreme power - Sakti

- which is non different from Him and does not

exist separate from Him.

A conscious agent, the individual self, exists

separately from the body-mind complex and has

the continuous experience in all the states -

waking, dream, deep sleep and beyond.

The self in close association with the internal

organ, the mind, experiences five states of

consciousness; its innate power of knowledge and
action is very much restricted by mala - the

impurity - which exists in association with the self

since beginningless time.

Siva is the supreme Agent, the driving force

behind all the acts of the self. On that account He
neither undergoes any change nor experiences

pleasure nor pain. For, He performs all acts just as

the magnet activates the iron kept in its proximity

without itself getting affected in any way.

Siva is neither perceivable objectively by the

self (through the sense-organs) nor completely

X V



^ivajnanabodhalaghutlka

imperceptible. He is to be realised as different

from both in one's own inner self.

The material world which is inert does not shine

in the presence of Siva who is supreme

consciousness; nor does Siva 'know' it objectively

as He is all-knowing and omnipresent. Therefore

only the individual self knows both £iva and the

world of matter,

The self overpowered by the sense organs

completely forgets its real nature. The preceptor

(Guru) by appropriate spiritual instructions frees it

from the clutches of sense organs and thereby

makes it realise its actual nature which is non-

difference from Siva,

Realising Siva at the highest level of its

innermost consciousness and abandoning its

association with the fleeting world of matter the

self meditates on the holy pancaksaramantra.

Such a realised self fully conscious of his union

with Siva and existing completely under Siva's

control becomes free from mala, maya and other

impurities.

Just as the self makes the eyes see so also Siva

makes the self see; in other words, the self

xvi
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perceives by the help of Siva, Therefore the self

should be devoted to Siva, its supreme bene-factor.

To attain to the state of liberation the self may

resort to holy men, wear their attire and serve in

the temples of Siva,

As is evident we do not find any mention of

typical a-gamic ideas such as £iva acting as only

the efficient cause of the universe, initiation as the

sole means of liberation and mukti a state of

equality with Siva, to mention a few. Further

Civandnapotam mentions only the Paneaksara

{K9i(®Q&{!gghgd f @S^nru> 8) and there is refe-

rence in this text to the prasadamantra one of the

distinguishing features of the Saivagama-s. Then

regarding the means for attaining mukti it enjoins

the aspirant to take up worship and service in Siva

temples which is not explicitly mentioned in the

Saivagama-s and in the Kashmirian Saiva-

siddhanta texts referred to earlier. Moreover ac-

cording to the 11 th
cuttiram of Civandnapotam

Siva involves Himself in all the activities of the

self through and through by His mere intention

$ &ffij&putDn^^emrjuSlmt and moved by

extreme compassion Himself performs all actions

for the sake of the individual selves. Therefore the

self is advised to be always conscious of this fact

xvii
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and be devoted to Siva23 who is its supreme
benefactor (Atmopakaraka).Now this very idea is

something unique to the system of
Sivajnanabodha which is not mentioned in the

available Saivagama texts nor in the classical

Saivasiddanta texts.

This in a nutshell is the basic doctrines of the

school of Sivajnanabodha

Later development of ideas:

The commentaries and other texts such as the

Civananacittiyar, Civappirakacam, etc. that came
after in successive centuries is witness to the

progress of philosophical ideas with elaboration

based on the Saivagama-s, assimilation of new
ideas from other systems of philosophy (such as

the Advaita Vedanta, Saivavisistadvaita of

Snkantha) and precision. For example, the second

sutra of the Sivajnanabodham merely states that

Siva exists in a relation of non-difference

(ananyatva) with the world through His vyapti.

But the Sivananacittiyar elaborates its

commentary on this sutra with the theory of

evolution of all the tattva-s based entirely on the

Agamas. In the same way, the eighth sutra speaks

about Siva's bestowing grace on the devotee by
coming in the form of a Guru; this Cittiyar

xviii
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elaborates with different types of dlksa which,
again, are entirely based on the Agamas.

The classical Saivasiddhanta system which we
briefly saw above claims itself to be based strictly

on the Saivagama-s whereas the Sivajnanabodha
school claims the Veda-s, Sivagama-s of the
Siddhanta system and also the Tirumurai as
authority. It is in the Tirukkalirruppatiyar which is

considered to be earlier to the Civananapotam that

we see an attempt to correlate the mystical and
devotional, utterances of the Nayanmar-s and the
some of the doctrines of the Saivagama-s.

Commentaries on Sivajnanabodha

The text consists of 12 verses composed in
anustubh metre. According to most of the
commentators this text of Sivajnanabodha is part
of the Rauravdgama which is one of the 28
mulagama-s of the Saivasiddhdnta system. But the
published text24 (in 3 volumes) of this Agama does
not contain this text. Apart from the
Saivasiddhdnta theologians we have the evidence
of AppayadTksita (circa. 16 th

century) who cites in
his commentary SivdrkamanidTpikd on the
Srikanthabhasya H.i.16 the second sutra of the
Sivajnanabodha and calls it Agama. The third

xix
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volume of the Rauravagama in its 58 th
chapter

refers to a ^ivajndnabodhasastra to be given to the

disciple as part ofjnanadiksa25

In order to explain the philosophical points and

the religious practices briefly touched upon in the

Sivajrianabodha commentaries were written on it

by different authors such as Sadasivasivacarya,

Sivagrayogin, Nigamajnanadesika, Jnanaprakasa,

The earliest one that has come down to us dates

from the 15
th century which was composed by

Sadasivacarya who, according to tradition is the

Paramaguru of SivagrayogT; after this we have the

commentatary called Sivajhdnabodhopanyasa of

Nigamajnanadesika who is an important author of

the 16 th century. He has contributed a lot for the

propagation and enrichment of Saivasiddhdnta

doctrines and for the elucidation of philosophical

points.

Nigamajnanadesika is one of the senior contem-

poraries of SivagrayogL He comes in the tradition

of great Saivasiddanta preceptors who are authors

of many works both in Sanskrit and Tamil; he

himself has written in both the languages, In all

probability Nigamajnanadesika is none other than

Marai-nanadesikar who is one of the commen-

tators of the Civajhanacittiyar of A ruin audi

-
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givacarya. He was the disciple of another

Marainana (=Marainanasambandhar =Vedajnana)
who has composed the texts in Tamil such as

Paramopadesam, Caivacamayaneri26
, Aikkiya-

viyal, Kamalalayapuranam and the Tamil trans-

lation of the Sivadharmottara, As the period of

Marainanasambandhar is said to be the middle of
the 16 th

century his disciple Nigamajhanadesika
can be placed in the same period. The monastery
wherein he and his preceptor Marahanacampantar
were said to have lived in Chidambaram was
variously called Guhai matam or Kankatti matam
which does not exist now. He cites profusely from
the Agamic literature in his other works such as

the Atmarthapujapaddhati27
, Diksadarsa25 Laghu-

tika
29 on the Vyomavyapistava of Bhatta Rama-

kantha II and in Sivajndnasiddhisvapaksa-

drstantasamgraha30
the last one giving parallels

from the Agamic texts for each verse of the Civa-
nanacittiyar.

In his commentary called Sivajndnabodho-
panyasa31 one comes across some original and
independent views on a few of the important
concepts such as mukti, relation between the self

and Siva in the state of mukti which he forcefully
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establishes though at variance with other

commentaries*

One of the striking views that distinguishes

NigamajfianadeSika from other authors is that the

liberated self is held to experience its own innate

bliss and not that of Siva, In fact he echos the view

of his teacher which, he says32
, has been explained

in Pararnopadesam a brief tract in Tamil

exclusively to prove this doctrine.

The present commentary which is now edited is

called Laghutika written by Sivagrayogin* This

luminary in the firmament of Saivasiddhanta lived

in the 16th
century; he belongs to the Skanda-

parampard of Saivasiddhanta system. He is a

prolific writer composing commentaries and

independent treatises both in Sanskrit and Tamil,

To the same text of Sivajnanabodha he has written

two other commentaries: the Vistrtabhasya and the

BrhattTka. LaghutTka, as its name indicates, is very

brief just explaining the sutras and giving out the

essential points. There are no long discussions or

refutation of opponent s views. The explanations

are simple and direct; at many places Sivagrayogi

shows the influence of his paramaguru Sada-

sivacarya.
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Important views of Sivagrayogl

According to Sivagrayogl the entire text of

$ivajnanabodha contains in a nutshell all- the

essential details of the philosophical doctrines, the

means to attain the highest good, namely, mukti.

He holds that mere diksa is not enough for

attaining mukti; it should be supplemented with
hearing the scriptures - sravana (Veda and
Agama), manana - reasoning and nididhyasana -
contemplation. Now, this is evidently the same as

described in the Upanisadic texts and in the

Vedanta system. In his commentary on the 10 th

sutra Sivagrayogl states that the liberated self

experiences sivananda; the word "Svanubhutiman"
of the text is explained by him as the experience of
supreme bliss (paramananda)33

. Then at the end of
the commentary on the last sutra he says that the

text of Sivajnanabodha speaks about the

caryamarga in the 12th
sutra while the 1

1

th one the
kriya, the 10 lh yoga and the 9lh

sutra explains the

jnanamarga. This view is also found in the Sada-
sivacarya's Vrtti. Regarding the Pancdksarimantra
Sivagra states that the follower of Veda recites the

pranava (which also contains five syllables) while
the Saiva recites the Prasadamantra which view is

also found in Sadasivacarya's Vrtti.
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Notes

cT>T trfcT: f?T°r ^ft: W^S^TW^ W: 1

1

(Tattvaprakasa, 5)

2 ^^^qtw^Hd^MKHI^ *ft ^TRTfcT I

t+^^l^roim+ ^H, 1
1
(Brhaspati one of

the earliest £aiva theologians cited by Narayanakantha in

his Vrtti on Mrgendrdgama, Vp. 3:7ab)

3 pHr4W^|oiro|Hci: K^T: B^#?T: I

(Tattvasamgraha, 48cd)
4 f^T oZJFft feT: flddlfcd: SHJ: ?TRT: I

(ibid. 1)

5 Among these the first three are with regard to the

insentient world and the last three are for the selves.

6 *iIxn*{EiW**< % , . . I {Tativasamgraha., 46)

(Mrgendrdgama, Vp. 3: 4cd)

(Ibid. 3: 4ab)
9 See Srlkumara's commentary on Tattvaprakasa, 6.

where he cites the authority of the Aiiareyopanisad (1.6.

1) and the Lingapurana.

"A^TOTOT c[ ^^rm rTFT ^M^I^dH I

(cited in Aghora£iva's comm. on Tattvaprakasa. 6.
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11 T^r % ^fk
| (Panto

» MUftirH) W&fSfft ftfenfi f^uftSff^:
I

*TT<ft qFThRT^¥fr. ^llMNpc^M^
; 1

1

(kiran
Vp. 1:15)

I3 ^f?nqftTSFr FT: ^b||U|| l^^^
^»J: I

(Tattvasamgraha, 50cd-51)

(Tattvaprakasa, 15)

15 tfrqr ^dA: ^\S^ ^T^5^T ^PFFRH
I I

{Tattvasamgraha, 52cd)

{Tattvasamgraha, 56ab)

(Tattvaprakasa, 6ab)

^cn^dd 5tererraTfari*ifoHicigi \\

{Tattvaprakasa, 18)

(Ibid, 19ab)

(Ibid. 19cd)
20

^FTf^rdrol^itniHimT: ^TT^f ^ TJ] ^TRT:
I I

{Tattvasamgraha, 26)

Ht^Tfn ^dfWl4 ch^uUpHfa
; ^ynj.

, ,

{Tattvaprakasa, 72)
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22 One is not sure with regard to the phiosophical

orientation of this text; the Agama-s on which it is based

could be the Pasupata Agama-s {Kalamukha branch)

which was very active and prevalent in many parts of

Tamilnadu from the beginning of the 8
th

to the end,

atleast, of the 15 th century of our era,

S>U6m 2_6TT£TT0GTO^(± S>6BW(£ *

T

lL L- 6$\ 6UT

24
Publications of the French Institute, Pondicherry, n° 18

{Rauravagama, kp. 58. 35)
26

In the introductory verses of his commentary in Sanskrit

on the Caivacamayaneri written on the same model of

Sivajnanasiddhisvapaksadrstdntasamgf-aha, he says,

^1^41 dr^di ^fr^T cToFFT . . . U

WWRt dfe*^: atalTafd^: I (Palm-leaf manuscript

in the collections of French Institute, Pondicherry, RE, 10924,

fol. 211r)
27
Transcripts in the collections of the French Institute, Pondicherryr

T. 282; 323; 795 and 1056.
28
Transcripts in the collections of the French Institute, Pondicherry:

T. 76; 153; 279; 372,
29
Palm-leaf manuscript (RE, 10871, fols.142-191) and transcript in

the collections of the French Institute, Pondicherry: T. 128;
30
There exist manuscript (RE. 15555) and transcript (T, 317) of this

text in the collections of the French Institute, Pondicherry
31 This text has been critically edited by the present editor on the

basis of four manuscripts and it will soon be published by the

French Institute of Pondicherry.
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32 See his commentary on Civahanacittiydr, sutra 11, verse, 1

33 Nigamajnanade^ika who is one of the elder

contemporaries of ^ivagrayogi holds that the liberated

self experience its own innate bliss and not Sivananda*
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TRANSLATION

Because the world possessing the female,
male and neuter [bodies] is seen to be an effect

there is an Agent who having dissolved [the

world] creates [it]; He is Hara, the overlord. (1)

Its meaning: Because the effect is seen [that is,]

since its being an effect is observed, of the world
- of the mountain, etc. - there exists an agent.

How is the effectness of the world [known] ? It is

said: because of female, male and neuter [bodies
comprising the world,] etc. Here by the words
female, male and neuter the respective bodies are
meant. By etc. the sense organs [are also
included] since they are the important [instru-

ments of knowledge and action for the self] and
since they are a mode of the physical body and
like them the body is also composed of parts.

What does [He, the agent] do ? It is said - He;
[that is] He, the agent after having taken away -
destroyed - this world creates it again. Thus the
overlordship [of the phenomenal universe]
belongs only to the agent of destruction. Thus,
because of the above mentioned reason, Hara
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(Siva), the one without body and sense organs and

possessing the power to destroy all is the

overlord, the supreme master. Here by the word
asti the uniqueness [of the agent] is indicated.

Therefore when [the existence] of the possessor

of supreme power to destroy [the created

universe] is established it is but logical to hold

Him to be the agent of creation, etc. [of the same].

Thus there is non-contradiction with other

scriptures in holding that for the very first

creation Siva is the agent and, for the successive

ones, Ananta, etc. are the agents.(l)

How does He create ? It is replied - remaining

different from [the created world].

Remaining different but non-different

through pervasion, the Agent makes the

transmigratory existense of the selves according

to the karma [of the selves] and through His

own [innate] command (the power) inherent in

Him. (2)

That agent makes - creates - the transmigration

that is, [the instruments for the self, namely,] the

body, the sense organs and the world [for

enjoying the fruits of action] for the bound selves.
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Through what means does He create?

It is replied that through [His] command - His
power of knowledge and action - which is of the
form of injunction and prohibition.

Is [She,] that power, different from Him ?

No. She abides [in Him] through the relation of
inherence and thus non-different from Him. If He
creates the transmigratory world according to His
own wish then He will be liable to the charge of
giving pleasure to some and grief to others and
hence partial and ruthless. [To avert such a
contingency] it is said that [He creates the world]
according to the karma of [the selves]. He creates
according to the karma which is of the form of
dharma and adharma - righteous and unrighteous
actions - and not just by His own wish.

Does He create by remaining non-different
from the jlva, the embodied self as held by some ?

No. He does so by remaining different [from
the selves]. The difference between the two - the
lord and the embodied selves - is to be
understood as one is beginninglessly pure while
the other [namely, the self] is tainted by mala, the
impurity since beginningless period.
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[If so] is He also different [from the selves]

even in the state of liberation?

No, He [is] non-different [from the self]

through pervasion. [That is t] He creates the

transmigratory world by remaining non-different

from the self through His power of pervasion

which is of the form of direct realisation [on the

part of the self] of its own non-difference from

Siva. This [realisation] is [the effect of] either the

firm knowledge that arises on the removal of the

three impurities or of initiation.(2)

Objection: It is said [above] that the Lord

creates the transmigratory world for the sake of

the bound selves. [Now] where is the proof for the

existence of such selves ?

It is replied [in the sutra] beginning from

"Because [of the cognition] of negation*'.

Because [of the cognition] of negation; of the

feeling of mineness; of consciousness occurring

[even] when the sense organs cease functioning;

of [absence] of experience in deep sleep and

because of the [existence of] knowership in the

waking state there exists the conscious self

(anu) in the body. (3)
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In the physical body there exists the self

overpowered by the the impurity [mala] called

anava.

Objection: There is no self at all which is

considered to be existing; for, it is like seeing

silver in the nacre [which ultimately does not

exist there].

In reply it is said because [of the cognition] of

negation, itih [means] cognition; cognising as not

existing is the cognition of non-existence. On the

strength of cognition [of the absence] it is proved

that arm - the self - exists. Otherwise there will

be no counter correlative for the negation.

Objection: Let the self be non-different from
the physical body.

Reply: No. Because of the feeling of mineness.

The feeling of the sense of mineness is

predominant [in all]. Though there are cognitions

such as I am stout, etc. it is due to the [mutual]

superimposition of non-difference between the

self and the physical body. Further there is the

cognition [for example] in the form "I, who have
enjoyed [the love of] my parents, now, in old age
fondle my grand children" resulting in the
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recognition of a continuous unsublated self

[throughout one's life even when the body is in

different stages of growth] which strongly goes to

prove the existence of a self separate from the

physical body.

Objection: [In the face of above arguments] let

not the body be the atman but let the sense organs

be so.

Reply: [No.] Because of consciousness

occurring [even] when the sense organs cease to

function; when the sense organs cease to function

in dream there arises knowledge.

Objection: [If so] let the intellect - the knowing

faculty - be the atman.

Reply: [No]. Because of absence of experience

in deep sleep. In deep sleep there is no experience

at all [of either pleasure or pain and also the

absence of knowledge] because of the non

functioning of intellect which is the experiencer.

Objection: Let the atman perish in deep sleep

and let it get produced when [the body wakes up].

Reply: No, because of the [existence of]

knowership in the waking state. In the waking
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state there is the clear feeling [in the form of

recollection] "I slept very happily". [Therefore] a

conscious self as distinct from void, the [physical

and mental] bodies and the sense organs exists

both in time and space. [That is, the atman as an

entity exists in a given place and at a particular

period of time]. This idea is brought out [in the

sutrd] by the word asti [meaning] exists. (3)

Objection: Let the inner organ which is [held to

be] continuous and unsublated in waking [and

other states] be not the self; [but] what is the

evidence for [holding] that the self exists in close

contact with them ?

It is replied in the [sutra] the self etc.

The self though different from the internal

organs is associated with them as the king is

with the ministers. Therefore [the self] exists in

[all] the five states [of existence] with its power
of consciousness and action restricted by mala.

(4)

As explained earlier the atman, [called] anu,

though different from mind, intellect, etc.,

remains in close association with them just as the

king [is accompanied] by his ministers. For the
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objection as to how the dtman [which is endowed

with the power of consciousness and action] can

coexist and function with the products of maya

namely mind, intellect, etc, it is replied [that] his

[power of] knowledge and action are covered by

mala, [That is] he whose power of knowledgde

and action is obstructed by the anavamala.

Because of its beginningless association with

mala the dtman always functions in association

with the mind and other internal organs. For the

same reason the dtman undergoes five states of

existence namely waking, dream, deep-sleep, the

fourth and the one beyond it. That the dtman

experiences the above-mentioned five states and

therefore exists as the underlying conscious

principle is attested by such general statements as

"I who was penniless the other day is rich now" in

which the recognition of a unitary conscious

entity is evident. (4)

Objection: In the second sutra it is said that the

transmigratory world is created according to the

karma of the selves. Let it be performed by the

individual self itself instead of a Supereme God.

[In the following sutra as an answer to this] the

dependence of the selves on God is clearly and
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indirectly brought out - [the sense organs] know,

etc.

The sense organs perceive the objects with

the help of the self but not by themselves and it

[namely, the self, perceives] with [the help of]

Sambhu, the Supreme Lord. If, therefore, Siva

is [said to be] liable to change, [we reply] it is

not so; [because] He leads the self as does the

magnet the iron. (5)

The sense organs [both internal and external]

like mind and eye know their respective objects

only in so far as they are in association with the

conscious self which is their controller and not

otherwise; [they do not know anything by

themselves] as they are inert. [In the same way]

the self also does not come to know anything by

himself but knows only when associated with

Sambhu, his Lord and Controller, as his power of

action knowledge is obstructed by mala.

Objection: Then, in that case, the Lord also will

be subject to modifications just as the potter who
creates a pot is subject to them.

Reply: No. Though Siva is the agent of the

transmigratory world His not being a subject to
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the modifications is explained on the analogy of

the magnet and the iron: Just as the magnet makes

the iron filings move [without itself moving] so

also Siva controls the bound selves. (5)

[To recapitulate]: At the beginning the proof

for the existence and the secondary characteristics

(tatasthalaksana) of Siva are explained in the first

two sutra-s. As a connected matter the proof for

the existence of the bound self - pasu — as well as

its characteristics are explained in the third and

the fourth siitra-s. By the fifth one the dependence

of the self [on the Lord] and the complete

independence of the Lord are explained.

Now [in the sixth one] the primary and

fundamental characteristic of the Lord are set

forth beginning with - If [it] is invisible, etc.

If [the form of Siva] is not seen it will be non-

existent and if seen it will be insentient.

Wisemen know it to be realised as different

[from these twotypes], (6)

For the doubt whether the form of Sambhu, the

Lord, is an object of sensory perception or not the

second view [that it is not so] is refuted by the

statement - if it is not visible, etc. If [His] form is
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not the object of any sensory perception then He
will be non-existent like the horn of a hare.

fThen] the first option, [namely, it is an object of

sensory perception] is [also] refuted by the

statement - if it is an object of sensory perception,

etc. If [the Lord's] form is an object of sensory

perception then the Lord Himself will be an inert

one. For, there is the concomitant relation

'whichever is an object of sensory perception is

inert like a pot'. Different from it - it should be

known as beyond visiblity and invisibility. That is

Siva's form should be realised in one's own inner

self intuitionally which means that it is not an

objective perception and hence beyond visibility

and invisibility. Wise men whose triple bondage
has been removed by diksa and whose inner

intution has thus been restored know such to be
the form of Sambhu.

It is said, "Beyond the senses, accompanied by
His own conscious and infinite energy that has

completely foresaken any bondage whatsoever,

His (the Lord's) very nature is Yoga"

Also it is said, "$ivatattva is eternal, pure,

complete, unique, subtle, supreme, blemishless,

inscrutable, non-inert and knowable only in

intutive experience". (6)
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Objection: Let Siva Himself under His own
nescience transmigrate as different selves. Why
take the trouble of positing a different self apart

from Him ?

[For this] it is replied in the following sutra

beginning with - There is no inert matter, etc.

There is no inert matter [acit] in the presence

of consciousness [cit] and these two Icit and

acit] do not know each other. He who is the

knower of both Siva and the world is the self

different from both. (7)

The inert matter does not shine or act in the

presence of pure consciousness, which is Siva,.

For, they both are oppposed to each other like

darkness and light. [If it is asked] What if they are

so ? It is replied - but, etc. They both -

consciousness [= the conscious subject] and the

inert matter - do not know each other. Siva who

is ever pure, conscious, devoid of ignorance and

impartite does not know the [material and hence]

unreal world as real. Also the inert world does not

know Siva because it is unconscious and [also

because] experience is a quality of consciousness.

Therefore [as a logical conclusion] a knower —

experiencer - of both the inert material world as
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well as of Siva [is to be accepted]. Here it should

be clearly understood that the individual self

experiences the material world when it is under

the control of the mala whereas it experiences

Siva when the mala is removed.

Objection: As the individual self also is

conscious, [like Siva] how the inert matter shines

[or acts] in its presence ?

Reply: True. But because of the beginningless

anavamala which covers the innate power of

[consciousness and action of the self] the

experience of matter by the individual self is

possible. Thus there is no contradiction. [To sum
up,] the existence of a separate self as an

experiencer of both Siva and the inert matter

should be accepted. (7)

Now the attainment liberation from bondage by

grace of the preceptor is set forth in the following

sutra beginning with - having lived, etc.

"Having lived with the hunters, [namely,] the

senses, you do not know yourself"- thus taught

by the guru the blessed one [realising himself to

be] non-different [from Siva] attains to His
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state [holy feet] after abandoning [the senses].

(8)

The fortunate one - the aspirant endowed with

the wealth which is an intense longing for

liberation, etc. — having remained [in close asso-

ciation for a long time] with the sense organs

which are like the hunters because of giving

misery [to the self] and also because of not

following injunctions and prohibitions [of the

scriptures] when taught by the preceptor who is

Siva Himself that "You do not know your real

nature which is non-different from Siva the

Omniscient Omnipotent Existence-Knowledge-

Bliss absolute" and having thereby completely

abandoned the [shackles of] the sense organs

[both internal and external] and the twenty-four

tattva-s^ the seven maydtattva-s that control them

and the five evolutes of bindu which [in turn]

control the maydtattva-s with the full recognition

of his non-difference from Siva attains to the

highest abode of Siva - feels himself to have

attained the nature of Siva, [This is] just as

someone having forgotten the necklace worn on

his own neck and therefore thinking it to have

been lost and later when shown by another person

feels it to have been got back:
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Here is a legend: Once upon a time a certain

child of a king due to fear from enemies was
forced to live among the hunters in the forest.

Thinking himself also to be a hunter for a long

time he was shown later by his father [the king]

who came to the forest that he was really a prince

and not a hunter and [thereby] got back his

kingdom. (8)

It has been said before that [by the grace of] the

guru [the self] attains to His state. That mere
initiation by the guru alone is not the means for

liberation but the attainment of His [= Siva's] feet

is by the realisation caused on the removal of

mala which again is effected by hearing [the

scriptures], etc. is explained in the sutra - by the

vision of consciousness, etc.

Having realised the Lord in one's own self

through the vision of consciousness, having
abandoned the mirage of worldly existence and
having attained the shade of Siva's feet the wise
one should contemplate on the five [sacred]

syllables (9).

The wise one: His mind is clear because it has

completely foresaken the material world and fully

devoted to Siva. It should understood that it is of
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the form of clear realisation attained by constant

meditation that is the result of reasoning and

hearing the Agama texts which are taught by the

guru and which proclaim the [essential] non-

difference of the self from Siva. Such a person

having abandoned the mirage of worldly

existence - the mental modes are nothing but the

worldly knowledge which is likened to a mirage.

As the worldly knowledge is incapable of remo-

ving the triple misery — ddhyaimika, adhidaivika

and adhibhautika - [that the self experiences] it is

likened to a mirage. Having foresaken [the mental

modes] : Such foresaking occurs when the mala is

removed by initiation [diksa].

What does he do then ?

It is replied - by the vision of cit Having seen

which is nothing but experiencing one's non-

difference from Siva, the Lord, in his own self by

the vision that is completely permeated by the

supreme consciousness [= cit]. By the [above

statement] the meditation [of the form] "I am He

who is Siva". is explained.

Then - having attained to the shade of Siva's

holy feet: That which is attained or reached is

here [called] padam\ here it is Siva Himself who
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is realised as non-different from one's self is

[called] padam - state.

Having attained to that state which is [nothing

but] His power of grace and which is like [a cool]

shade. The state of 3iva is spoken of as a cool

shade because it is capable of removing the triple

misery mentioned earlier. Having attained to that

state he should meditate on the five-syllabled

mantra - the pancaksarT. Here [in this statement]

it should be addsd "[he] should recite Siva" just

as in the statement "enter the cake" it is added
"eat the house" [meaning enter the house and eat

the cake]. Its meaning is this: [One] should recite

the pancaksarimantra and meditate on Siva. The
group of five syllbles is [called] pancaksarT; those

letters are na, etc. Or by pancaksarT the meaning
denoted by those letters is referred. They are:

Sxva, Sakti, the self, mala and the power that

removes [the mala].

It ia said,

"Siva is in the middle, then [His] Sakti, then the

self, before that the bondage, namely, mala and
before that the power that removes it".
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The meaning is this: Among the five letters [of

the pancaksari mantra] the middle one, si denotes

Siva; next to it, va the Sakti who is inseparable

from Him; next to it, ya the individual self; the

one before 0, namely, ma accompanied by the

visarga denotes the bondage, mala and the letter

before that, namely, na refers to the power con-

sisting of the benevolent and graceful look of the

guru and the [subsequent] initiation (diksd) which

removes the bondage.

Thus the total meaning comes to this: [One]

should meditate that Siva with His own

inseparable Sakti puts an end to the three-fold

mala of the individual self-

Otherwise by pancaksari either the Pranava or

the Prdsdda is denoted. In the first one a, u, ma,

bindu and nada are the [five] letters; in the

second, ha, au, ma, bindu and nada are the letters.

It should be understood that while the follower of

the Veda recites the first one the Saiva recites the

second one and meditates on Siva. Even here by

pancaksari the [presiding] deities should taken to

be mentioned as mere word is never meditated.

Therefore Brahma, Visnu, Rudra, Kvara and

Sadasiva are respectively denoted by the five

syllables a, uf
ma, bindu and nada\ the five £akti-$
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that perform the five acts, namely, creation, suste-

nance, reabsorption, concealment and grace are

denoted by the Prasada-pancaksarT. [Accor-

dingly] the meaning [denoted and meditated] by

the first mantra is that Siva by controlling the five

Karanesvara-s [Brahma, etc.] mentioned earlier

brings forth the worldly experience as well as

grace for the individual selves based on mala,

maya and karma. In the second one it should be

meditated that the [five] powers of Siva con-

trolling the three guna-s and the two maya-s

(maya and the mahamaya) performs creation, etc.

for the selves. [Thus] by this [ninth] sutra jivan-

mukti is explained. (9)

Now [in the next sutra] the reasonableness of

the means of final liberation that are set forth [in

the previous sutra) is explained - with Siva, etc.

The accomplished self that has attained

oneness with Siva with his very existence

dependent on Him and [thereby] untouched by
mala, maya, etc., is endowed with the

experience of his self. (10)
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By siddhi - accomplishment — the complete

control of the internal organ is meant; he who
possesses that is the accomplished one - siddha.

Because of this he has realised his oneness - non-

difference from Siva; because of that he is untou-

ched - become himself free from — mala - dnava,

maya and karma. Because of that [again] he is

completely dependent on Him - all his activities

are dependent on Siva. Because of their oneness

all the acts of Siva have become his acts. He
becomes endowed with the experience of his self

- experience of his own self which has realised its

non-difference from Siva. (10)

If this [realisation] is [felt to be] unreasonable

[the following siitra] shows devotion to Siva - for

the two eyes, etc.

Just as for the eyes [and other sense organs]

the self is the guide [so also] Siva Is the guide

for the self- Therefore [one should] have

supreme devotion towards [Siva], his bene-

factor. (11)

The self is the guide — informer - for the two

eyes; here eyes denote by extension other sense

organs also. For that self Siva is the guide who

informs it by piercing the [cover of mala by
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associating it with] kala, etc. Because of this

reason one should have supreme and firm devo-

tion towards Siva, the highest benefactor who
grants both worldly enjoyment and liberation to

the self. Devotion [also means] internal worship

which is worshipping, sacrificing and meditating

[Siva] in [one's own] heart-lotus, navel and centre

of the eye-brow respectively. (11)

That he who is incapable of doing all these may
resort to external forms of devotion is explained

[in the sutrd\— for the sake of liberation, etc.

For the sake of liberation one having

resorted to virtuous ones should take on [their]

habits and dresses; also [he should resort to]

the abode of Siva* Thus should one know the

saiva views established in the [text of]

Sivajnanabodha. (12)

For the sake of liberation - here the dative form

[of the word mukti] is used in order to drive home
the sense 'for the sake of. To the virtuous ones -

those preceptors who follow the Vaidikasaiva

system; [that is] having resorted to the virtuous

ones and taking them to be one's guru one should

wear their attire [such as] holy ash, rudraksa be-

ads, etc. Here [advising] the usage of the attire,
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etc. [of those virtuous ones] is irrespective of

one's birth, character and occupation in life.

To the abode of - Siva by implication it means
the Sivalinga and other statues [installed for

worship in the temple] just as [the statement]

"Cots are crying" implies that the babies [that lie

on the cots] are crying. By virtuous ones is meant
the preceptors of Saiva system; by [their] attire ]

holy ash, rudraksa beads, etc. are meant and by
the temple of Siva the Sivalinga and other statues

installed [for worship] there are meant.

It should be noted that in this verse the way of

carya is spoken of; in the previous one the way of

kriya is explained; in the one previous to that the

way of yoga and in the one preceding that the way
ofjnana are explained.

That in the twelve siitra-s the nature of the

three categories - the Lord (Pad), the individual

self (Pasu) and the Bondage (pdsa) - and the

means of liberation - the way of knowledge, of

yoga, of ritual and that of service - are explained

is summed up [in the phrase] in this way. In the

scripture [called] Sivajnanabodha ascertainment

of the above mentioned subjects of the Saiva

system is to be understood in this manner [as
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explained above] and not otherwise - in a

different manner.

Thus everything has been explained clearly.

Here ends the brief commentary composed by

Sivagrayogi the preceptor who has transcended

the varna and asrama and [who] is the protector

of Saiva system.
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